Too Much To Gain To Lose
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
TOO MANY MILES BEHIND ME
TOO MANY TRIALS ARE THROUGH
TOO MANY TEARS HELP ME TO REMEMBER
THERE’S TOO MUCH TO GAIN TO LOSE

Chorus
TOO MANY SUNSETS LIE BEHIND THE MOUNTAIN
AND TOO MANY RIVERS MY FEET HAVE WALKED THROUGH
TOO MANY TREASURES ARE WAITING OVER YONDER
THERE’S TOO MUCH TO GAIN TO LOSE

Verse 2
I’VE CROSSED THE HOT BURNING DESERT
STRUGGLING THE RIGHT ROAD TO CHOOSE
SOMEBEFORE UP AHEAD THERE’S COOL CLEAR WATER
AND DEFEAT IS ONE WORD I DON’T USE

Chorus
TOO MANY SUNSETS LIE BEHIND THE MOUNTAIN
AND TOO MANY RIVERS MY FEET HAVE WALKED THROUGH
TOO MANY TREASURES ARE WAITING OVER YONDER
THERE’S TOO MUCH TO GAIN TO LOSE
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